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ABSTRACT 

Digital images and videos are playing increasingly important role in the current information-era, thanks to 

advancements in computer and telecommunication technologies. In surveillance system image and video 

database, thehuman face is a valuable biometric object. In complex settings such as image detecting and 

locating human faces and facial features in a picture or image series is crucial.Conditions, illuminations, 

subjects positions, and posture can all change dramatically from frame to frame. An automated system for 

human face recognition in the context for a college to monitor employee and student attendance. As a result, 

smart attendance with Real-Time face recognition is a practical option for dealing with workers on a daily basis. 

Using the data base trained multiple texture dependent features, multiple userfaces are identified and 

recognised. 
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Introduction 
 

Taking student’s attendance during each class byuniversity instructorsis a time-consuming process,particularly when 

classes are large. Face recognition is a technique for recognising or confirming an individual’s in pictures,videos, or 

in real time.Employee locations and time of clocking in/out will be tracked by the attendance system and the results 

are written down. The data will then be processed by the attendance system, which will generate timesheet reports. If 

attendance is kept by hand, it places a significant burden on students. A smart and automatedattendance management 

system is being developed to address this problem.Face detection is one of the tools for recognizing people and 

tracking their attendance. The dilemma of proxies and students being labelled present even though they are not 

physically present can be easily fixed by using this scheme. This way, the device would save not only time, but also 

the commitment that the teachers were expected to bring in during and lesson. 

 

Literature Review 
 

There has been a lot of studies done so far on the different approaches for implementing an efficient attendance 

control scheme. The types of input methods used, the types of data processing used, and the controllers used to 

execute the systems all differ. Face detection is used in a smart attendance system.  

 

Ghalib Al-Muhaidriet al,in the year december2020 proposed a model for face recognitionhaving limitationsof the 

facialrecognition process is a mild and time-consuming process. 
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MD shajidakbaret al, in the year 2018 proposed a model using RFIDhas limitations of similarities with fingerprint 

approach and is time consuming process for taking attendance. 

Hao yang and xiafenghanet al, in the year July 10, 2020 has proposed a model for taking attendance using face 

recognition, Neural network and geometric feature method has limitations such as slow image recognition and a low 

accuracy score. 

 

Asrinuhi, agonmemeti et al, in the year 2020 proposed a model forsmart attendance system with the aim to encourage 

the potential use of quick response(QR) code has limitations such asIf the attendance system requires some action 

from the instructor then the class time will be disturbed. Each time the instructor allows some late students into the 

class. 

 

Harish M and Chetan P et Al in the year 2019proposed a model for building a smart attendance system focused on 

machine learninghas the limitations such as the problem is that when capturing image some of the faces might get 

obstructed by another student’s face. 

 

Methodology 
 

1. DataCreation: We create dataset using name and roll no of a person the dataset is created, then we create a 

folder named with the name of a person in the dataset folder. By using the CSV file we can write the names 

and roll no’s of student into the file. Then the camera starts capturing the images of student and recording of 

video also started store in the dataset. We can capture as many pictures as possible, here we capture 100 

images. We created a dataset, by using this method we can record all the details of students in a class. 

2. Pre-processing: From the recorded video the images are extracted and face is detected from the image using 

caffe model, the images are resized to 300x300 size. 

3. Training: By using Support vector machine algorithm the dataset is trained. It loads the pre-processing 

images to train the data, by fitting the data to support vector machine model it can classify the persons. 

 

 
Fig. 1.Block Diagram for Proposed System 

 
4. Recognizing a person: By loading the trained dataset model,it read the video from the camera capturing 

images it extract the image and compare it with the images available in the database using the trained model. 

It will display the name of the person. 

5. Attendance marking: Once the name of the person is identified and displayed, then the name of person is 

recorded and displayed in excel sheet to mark the attendance. 
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Fig. 2. CNN architecture 

Result 
 

Thus the capturing of images from the recorded video and marking the attendance of a person is completed. For 

better understanding sample screenshots are attached below. 

 

i.Creating a dataset 

 

Start recording the video of the person and store 100 images for each student. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Dataset creation 

ii. Recognizing face  

 

Extract the face image from the cameraCompare the image extracted with the images available in the database using 

the trained model. 
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Fig. 4. Face Recognition 

iii. After recognizing face from CSV dataset 

 

Compare the image extracted with the images available in the database using the trained model. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Face Recognition using CSV file 

 
iv. Automatic data entry in excel sheet 

 

Once the person is identified its name is recorded in the excel sheet to mark attendance 
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Fig. 6. Updating attendance in CSV file 

 

Conclusion 
 

The smart attendance using face recognization model is used to capture the attendance of students,it will be helpful to 

faculty to monitor the attendance of students and also their in time and out time is recorded. It will be a time 

consuming process for the faculty if they do it manually. This system 
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